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Leptogenic supersymmetry is a scenario characterized by cascade decays with copious lepton
production. Leptogenic models have striking signatures that can be probed by the LHC even in the
10 TeV run with as little as 200 pb1 of data, provided the squark masses are about 1 TeV. Leptogenic
supersymmetry spectrum arises in several well-motivated models and its signatures are long-lived
sleptons, numerous isolated leptons, abundant Higgs production, rather energetic jets, and no missing
energy. The Higgs can be discovered in the h! b b mode via the 4 leptonsþ 4 jets channel because the
leptons accompanying Higgs production suppress the background. The superparticle masses in leptogenic
supersymmetry can be measured efficiently due to lack of missing energy and high lepton multiplicity. We
estimate that 1 fb1 of integrated luminosity is sufficient to determine the light Higgs, neutralinos,
charginos, slepton, sneutrino, and squark masses in a 14 TeV run.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.80.035010 PACS numbers: 11.30.Pb, 12.60.Jv
I. INTRODUCTION
What makes a leptogenic supersymmetry (lepto-SUSY)
is best explained pictorially in Fig. 1. In the spectrum of
lepto-SUSY, all the sleptons lie at the bottom. Thus the
decay kinematics ensures that multiple leptons are pro-
duced in every decay chain. The production of new parti-
cles is dominated by QCD production of squarks and
gluinos, which are assumed to be at the top of the mass
spectrum. Colored particles decay into lighter charginos
and neutralinos. The charginos and neutralinos are heavier
than the sleptons and therefore decay into leptons and
sleptons. All sleptons decay into the lightest slepton which
is the next-to lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP). The
NLSP is collider stable and eventually decays into the
gravitino. Because the gravitino LSP is created outside
detectors it is not shown in Fig. 1.
This particular hierarchy of masses is responsible for
collider signals with very little standard model (SM) back-
grounds. For example, the leading production mechanisms,
~q ~q and ~q ~q , lead to at least two hard jets from the decays of
the two squarks. The two jets are accompanied by two
sleptons and a handful of leptons as every supersymmetric
particle must decay into the slepton NLSP. Because of the
large mass differences between the squarks and sleptons
the NLSP sleptons are quite energetic and a large fraction
of them have velocities larger than 0.95. Some of the fast
sleptons would likely be misidentified as muons and we
refer to the misidentified sleptons as leptons. The total
number of observed leptons in an event varies depending
on the details of the decay chain and how many of the
leptons are neutrinos and taus, which are difficult to re-
construct. One expects anywhere between two and eight
observed leptons, some of which would be misidentified
sleptons, as well as up to two properly identified sleptons.
We analyze in detail events with 4, 5, and 6 leptonlike
particles, as events with fewer identified leptons have non-
negligible backgrounds and events with more leptons are
rare.
The decay chains that pass through the heavier sleptons
lead to significant Higgs boson production. This happens
most of the time for the heavy stau decays and a fraction of
the smuon decays as long as the mass splitting between the
sleptons is larger than the Higgs mass. The Higgs is then
associated with a clean four-lepton signature and can be
discovered in the b b channel. This is thrilling as for most
other scenarios with a light Higgs, the b b would not be the
first channel to be observed, and in fact that channel may
never be observed.
Assuming squark masses of about 1 TeV, we show that
very significant excesses in every (4, 5, and 6) lepton
channel can be obtained with only 200 pb1 of integrated
luminosity in the 10 TeV run of the LHC. Some of the
masses can be reconstructed with this little luminosity,
while most masses can be determined using 1 fb1 of
data collected at 14 TeV.
Our approach is model independent as we parametrize
the spectrum and do not make assumptions about its origin.
However, lepto-SUSY spectrum does arise in several mod-
els. Low-scale gaugino mediation (L~gM) [1] is a class of
models with a parametric suppression of sfermion masses
compared to the gauginos. Other examples include gauge
mediation (GMSB) [2] with a large number of messengers
as well as models with Dirac gaugino masses [3].
The structure of this article is as follows. In the next
section, we present a sample spectrum and describe the
most important slepton decay channels. In Sec. III, we turn
to LHC phenomenology. We discuss events with multiple*On leave of absence from York University, Ontario, Canada.
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leptons, analyze the most promising Higgs discovery chan-
nel, and study spectrum reconstruction. Section IV con-
tains our parametrization of the soft mass terms. We also
outline how the lepto-SUSY spectrum is featured in several
mediation models. We conclude and outline future direc-
tions in Sec. V.
II. LEPTO-SUSY SPECTRUM AND DECAYS
The spectrum of lepto-SUSY is as depicted in Fig. 1,
namely,
m~g; m~q > m~0 ; m~ >m~‘L > mh;m~‘R :
The gluino can be either lighter or heavier than the squarks.
Such ordering of masses emerges in several scenarios of
supersymmetry breaking. In Sec. IV, we propose a natural
parametrization of the soft mass terms that is applicable to
gauge mediated models. In our parametrization, the scalar
soft masses are described by four dimensionless numbers
and are proportional to the gaugino masses. The gaugino
masses are assumed to obey the unified relations so, to-
gether with tan and sign, we have 7 parameters. The
details are not crucial for the phenomenological studies we
are about to describe and are therefore postponed to
Sec. IV.
We impose constraints on the spectrum that ensure
correct electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), and
that the slepton [4] and Higgs masses are above the direct
search limits. The Higgs mass is most sensitive to the
magnitude of the stop loop correction. The bound mh >
114 GeV implies a lower bound on m~q, which in the large
tan limit translates to m~q > 700 GeV.
1 The lightest neu-
tralino ~01 can be either Higgsino-like or bino-like depend-
ing on the relative sizes of  and m1, where mi are the
gaugino soft mass terms with i ¼ 1, 2, 3 corresponding to
the SM gauge groups. If  m1, ~01 is mostly bino-like
while it is Higgsino-like for  m1.
Using these results, we find the bounds on the mass
ratios that are relevant to the production and decay chan-
nels we will consider:
3>m~q=m2 > 1:1; 5:8>m~q=m1 > 2:2;
12>m1=m~‘R > 1; 26>m2=m~‘L > 1:9;
=m1 > 0:2:
(1)
When the constraints are taken into account, the gap be-
tween sleptons and gauginos can be rather large. The
supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) spectra are cal-
culated using the SUSY-HIT program [5] and a sample
spectrum is shown in Table I. The soft masses and our
parameters that yield the sample spectrum are described in
Sec. IV.
In our study the trilinear A-terms are set to zero, so the
three generations of squarks are nearly degenerate and
there is little mixing between the left- and right-handed
squarks. Thus all three generation squarks can be produced
at a hadron collider. As a consequence, the Higgsinos with
significant couplings to the third-generation squarks only
could also be produced in cascade decays. Nonzero
A-terms contribute the term Av sin to the off diagonal
entries in the squark mass matrix, where v ¼ 174 GeV is
the EWSB vacuum expectation value. Assuming only the
stop A-term, At, is large, a sizable mass splitting between
the up squarks and stops of order m 100 GeV would
require Atv=ð2m~qÞ  100 GeV in the large tan limit. For
our sample point, m~q  1 TeV which corresponds to At 
1 TeV. This is unnaturally large in models that lead to the
lepto-SUSY spectrum, hence we neglect the effects of the
A-terms.
In the sample spectrum in Table I, the NLSP is ~1. The
decay length of the NLSP, produced with energy E, in the
laboratory frame is (see, e.g., [2,6])
FIG. 1 (color online). Lepto-SUSY spectrum and typical decay
channels.
TABLE I. A sample spectrum calculated with SUSY-HIT us-
ing input soft terms described in Sec. IV:  ¼ 294 GeV, A ¼ 0,
and tan ¼ 10. All masses are in GeV.
m~g 1938 m~uL 949
m~
1
291 m~uR 920
m~
2
676 m~dL 952
m~0
4
676 m~dR 919
m~0
3
353 m~t1 920
m~0
2
302 m~t2 962
m~0
1
271 m~‘L 248
mh 115 m~‘R 108
mH 387 m~ 236
mA 379 m~1 106
mH0 379 m~2 249
1This bound is obtained as we neglect the trilinear A-terms.
Thus all squarks, including the two stops, are nearly degenerate
in mass.
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Lð~1 !  ~GÞ ’ 1:7
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E2
m2~1
 1
vuut 100 GeV
m~1

5

m3=2
10 keV

2
km;
(2)
where m3=2 is the gravitino mass. For the typical masses of
our model, gravitinos lighter than 1 GeV are cosmologi-
cally safe, i.e., they evade the constraints from overclosure
of the Universe and big bang nucleosynthesis, provided
that the reheating temperature is lower than about
107 GeV.
For simplicity, we will assume that m3=2  10 keV.
Then ~1 has a very long lifetime and exits detectors without
decaying. The other right-handed sleptons, ~eR and ~R, will
decay to ~1 through ~‘R ! ‘RR~R. Because of the small
mass difference m~eR m~1 m ¼ 0:6 GeV, the lepton
and  produced in the decays have insufficient energy to
pass pT cuts. Larger mass splittings were considered in
Ref. [7]. In our case, the decay lengths of ~eR and ~R are too
short to observe an independent track. Even if the decay
lengths were long enough to observe tracks, the small mass
difference means there will not be visible kinks. Therefore,
the phenomenology will resemble that of the ‘‘slepton co-
NLSP scenario’’ of the well-studied GMSB point G2b [8–
10]. Note, though, that the ordering of the light neutralinos/
charginos and of the heavier sleptons masses is opposite in
lepto-SUSY to that of the G2b point. We now turn to the
decays relevant for collider phenomenology.
In lepto-SUSY scenario, Higgsinos and gauginos must
decay to the lightest collider-stable SUSY particles, ~‘1 ¼
~eR, ~1, ~1, and hence produce leptons. The number of
leptons depends on whether the neutralinos go through a
short (~! ~‘1) or through a long (~! ~‘2 ! ~‘1) decay
chain. Additional leptons and Higgses are produced in the
long decay chains. Phase space permitted, ~2 undergoes a
two-body decay into Z or h. Those channels are closed for
~eL so the three-body ~eL ! ‘‘0~‘01 decay dominates. For ~2,
both the two- and three-body decays are open.
A. Leptons galore
In lepto-SUSY, the heavier sleptons can only decay into
two leptons and the collider-stable slepton. Same-sign
leptons (SSL) are therefore produced at a higher rate
than opposite-sign leptons (OSL), which is another re-
markable feature of the lepto-SUSY phenomenology.
In the following, we will present analytical results for
the three-body decay widths of ~eL and ~L. The effect of
mixing will be discussed in Sec. as it is important for the
staus and smuons. Here we use the notation of Refs. [7,11].
The number of SSL and OSL is given by
SSL;OSL ¼ ð~‘L ! ‘L ‘R ~‘R Þ 
m~‘L
5123
X4
i;j¼1
cijI
ð1;2Þ
ij ;
(3)
where we have adapted the results in Ref. [7]. The coef-
ficients are
cij ¼ g21Nj1Ni1ðg1Nj1 þ g2Nj2Þðg1Ni1 þ g2Ni2Þ; (4)
where Nij is the neutralino mixing matrix.
These three-body decays are typically mediated by the
bino and, for Majorana neutralinos, are suppressed by its
mass with OSL m4B while SSL m2B . The bino me-
diated decays are partially responsible for the SSL excess
over OSL in lepto-SUSY; see Fig. 2. For our sample point,
where m~‘R=m~‘L ’ 0:44, the SSL final state branching ratio
is about 3.6 times that of OSL for both selectron and smuon
three-body decays.
B. Higgses galore
Even though the decay of the heavier sleptons into the
Higgs boson and the light sleptons is suppressed by the
small Yukawa couplings, such decay is competitive with
the three-body decay channels for the ~2, and it com-
pletely dominates for the ~2. Below, we derive the ~2
two-body decay widths into the Higgs and the Z bosons.
Analogous results apply to the smuons. The mass eigen-
states are defined as
~1
~2
 
¼ cos~ sin~ sin~ cos~
 
~R
~L
 
;
where ~ is the mixing angle, 0 	 ~ < , andm~1 <m~2 .
To the leading order,
sin~  m tan
m2~2 m2~1
and cos~  1: (5)
The two-body decay widths are then
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0
2
4
6
8
10
mlR
mlL
SS
L
O
SL
FIG. 2 (color online). SSL=OSL ratio as a function of
m~‘R=m~‘L . The neutralino mass matrix corresponds to our sample
point.
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ð~2 ! ~1 þ hÞ ¼ 
2y2cos
2	cos2ð2~Þ
16m~2
f1ðr~1 ; rhÞ;
ð~2 ! ~1 þ ZÞ ¼
g22sin
2ð2~Þm3~2
128cos2Wm
2
Z
f2ðr~1 ; rZÞ;
(6)
where W is the weak mixing angle, while the mass ratios
are r~1 ¼ m~1=m~2 and rh=Z ¼ mh=Z=m~2 . The dimension-
less functions f1, f2 are defined as
f1ðr~1 ; rhÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
4ð1 r2~1 þ r2hÞ2  r2h
q
; (7)
f2ðr~1 ; rZÞ ¼ ðð1 r2~1Þ2  2r2Z  2r2~1r2Z þ r4ZÞf1ðr~1 ; rZÞ:
(8)
In the decoupling limit, where c	  s, one finds that tan
drops out of the ratio of the two decay widths:
ð~2 ! ~1 þ ZÞ
ð~2 ! ~1 þ hÞ ¼
ðð1 r2~1Þ2  2r2Z  2r2~1r2Z þ r4ZÞ
ð1 r2~1Þ2

 f1ðr~1 ; rZÞ
f1ðr~1 ; rhÞ
: (9)
For the sample spectrum we chose, ~1 decays into Higgses
53% of the time while for ~1, including three-body decays,
the branching ratio to Higgses is 44%.
Below we provide some relevant branching ratios of
other superparticles.
III. LHC PHENOMENOLOGY
Our analysis of collider signatures was performed using
the following software tools. We generated the events at the
parton level with the Monte Carlo generator MADGRAPH
[12]. We used a modified version of BRIDGE [13] for
particle decays to account for the ~L  ~R mixing.
Then, we passed the events through PYTHIA [14] to include
showering-hadronization effects. Finally, we estimated the
detector effects following the ATLFAST [15] approach. For
example, to include energy resolution effects we modified
the ATLFAST subroutines for the jet and electron energy
smearing. The analysis of the events is performed with
basic parton level 
 and pT cuts on jets, leptons, and
sleptons. We also imposed jet and lepton isolation cuts.
We focus on events characterized by
(1) large cross section production from squark pair
production
(2) two hard jets (see Fig. 3 for the pT distribution of
jets from the squark decays)
(3) at least four leptonlike particles (leptons or stable
sleptons).
We concentrated on these signals because they are prac-
tically background free. There are no sources of, real or
fakes, four-lepton events with at least two SSL and two
hard jets with the cross sections in the fb range (see the
discussion in Sec. III C). Our goal is twofold. First, we
want to show that statistically significant excesses of events
can be observed with little integrated luminosity. Second,
we want to demonstrate that mass reconstruction of several
states is possible. In order to do that, we examine the events
with four, five, or six leptonlike particles. Such events
probe different decay cascades and are therefore sensitive
to different intermediate states.
A. Sleptons or muons?
Long-lived sleptons are a promising feature of some of
GMSB benchmark points [8,16,17]. In lepto-SUSY, the
NLSP is a long-lived stau. Mass splittings between selec-
trons, smuons, and staus are rather small, so one cannot
observe ~eR and ~R decays. As we previously mentioned,
the phenomenology will resemble the so-called ‘‘slepton
co-NLSP scenario.’’ A novel feature of lepto-SUSY is that
pairs of sleptons are always accompanied by leptons. We
presume the existing studies on long-lived sleptons in
GMSB should be modified to account for high lepton
multiplicity in this scenario, but we expect the essential
features will remain unchanged.
Heavy, collider-stable particles appear as muons with a
delayed arrival at the muon chambers. The dominant SM
backgrounds are muons from the b andW decays. Cuts on
the muon pT and isolation requirements greatly reduce
these backgrounds. To reduce the background from b
decays, one applies cuts on the transverse momentum of
typically pT > 50 GeV [18]. On the other hand, in our case
the slepton is detected in association with leptons. This will
TABLE II. Branching ratios of squarks, neutralinos, and char-
ginos.
Particle Decay mode Branching ratio
~t1 ~
0
1t 0.17
~02t 0.24
~03t 0.08
~þ1 b 0.50
~t2 ~
0
1t 0.32
~02t 0.44
~þ2 b 0.07
~uL ~
0
4u 0.29
~þ2 d 0.57
~uR ~
0
1u 0.23
~03u 0.76
~þ1 ~‘ 0.16
~ 0.18
~2 0.61
~þ2 ~‘ 0.22
~ 0.11
~2 0.11
~01
~‘R‘ 0.60
~03
~‘R‘ 0.56
~‘L‘ 0.06
~04
~‘L‘ 0.22
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reduce b-decay backgrounds and a relaxed pT cut is likely
to suffice. Top decays have a higher pT , but at the same
time they have a smaller production cross section. The left
plot in Fig. 4 shows the efficiency is high with a pT >
50 GeV cut.
For stable particles one can infer their mass by measur-
ing the momentum and velocity. The momentum is mea-
sured with the tracker and the muon spectrometer. The
velocity can be measured using two techniques: time of
flight (TOF) from the muon system or using the ionization
information from the silicon tracker [8,17]. Cosmic muons
are the main background for the TOF technique. To reduce
this background, TOF measurement is often correlated
with an independent measurement of ionization in the
tracker. At CMS, this approach is suitable for velocities
0:6<< 0:8 [17]. Further refinements could be used to
extend the range of  to about 0.9 [19]. At ATLAS, the
TOF technique may be applicable up to  of around 0.95
[8].
Sleptons in lepto-SUSY are decay products of heavy
squarks. Hence, the slepton  distribution is peaked to-
wards large values. Indeed, most of our sleptons have
velocities > 0:95 and would therefore be likely misiden-
tified as muons. To retain as much of the signal as possible,
we treat the fastest sleptons with > 0:95 as muons while
we assume that the slower sleptons are properly identified.
We also use the muon smearing, isolation, efficiencies, and
charge misidentification parameters in the slepton analysis.
Nevertheless, 30% (57%) of our sample contains at least
one slepton with < 0:8 (< 0:9) and an early slepton
mass measurement is possible. Only 3% of the events
contain 2 sleptons with velocities less than 0.8. In the
dominant decay channels, as in the 2‘þ 2~‘R þ 2j chan-
nel, the total cross section of events with at least one
slepton with < 0:9 is approximately 150 fb.
Another challenge associated with slow-moving long-
lived particles is the correct assignment of bunch crossing.
The efficiency for assigning the correct bunch crossing for
slow-moving particles decreases steeply with . For 
0:8 1:0, the efficiency is in the 80%–100% range,
whereas for 0:6 it is only 15% [8]. A cut on the slepton
> 0:8 eliminates very little signal, as illustrated by the
right plot in Fig. 4.
B. Production mechanism of lepto-SUSY
The main production mechanism for lepto-SUSYevents
is pair production of squarks
pp! ~q ~q; ~q ~q; ~q ~q
while the pp! ~g ~q channel is suppressed when gluinos
are heavier than squarks; see Fig. 5. The cross sections for
pp! ~q ~q and pp! ~q ~q are of the same order for sparticle
masses typical in lepto-SUSY. In the following study,
production cross sections were computed using
MADGRAPH [12] at the leading order and their sum is
2 pb. The cross sections obtained from MADGRAPH are
compatible to those from PROSPINO with a k factor ofOð1Þ.
C. Four-lepton channels
Events with four leptonlike objects are best suited for
reconstruction of masses of the initial colored and second-
ary color-neutral particles—squarks and neutralinos. We
refer to electrons, muons, and sleptons as leptonlike parti-
cles no matter if the sleptons are correctly identified or not.
The four-lepton events arise from short decay chains in
which both neutralinos decay directly to heavy stable
sleptons ~‘R and leptons (that is e and  only) as depicted
in Fig. 6. Figure 6 also shows the muon and electron
composition of the four-leptons events where muons in-
clude sleptons. Other diagrams could potentially contami-
nate this signal. For example, production of ~04 and ~
0
2
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FIG. 3 (color online). Number of same-sign leptons and leading jet pT distributions for
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV and L ¼ 1 fb1.
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~ 04 ! 2‘~R; ~02 ! h~R:
Since ~04 is winolike, it does not decay to
~‘R directly but
instead decays to ~‘L and then to ~‘R. Those types of events
occur at a lower rate than the signal we are interested in,
therefore they do not pose a problem.
Events depicted in Fig. 6 do not have any missing energy
hence cutting on 6ET would not affect our signal. Moreover,
accurate missing energy calibration will be difficult in the
early running, especially when hard jets are present in the
event. Fortunately, we found that the selection of events in
terms of the number of leptons is robust under different 6ET
cuts. As a result, we do not impose a 6ET cut in our analysis
of lepton channels. We will come back to the 6ET cut in the
Higgs search discussion in Sec. III F.
600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
mq GeV
0.001
0.01
0.1
1
10
pb
FIG. 5 (color online). The production cross sections ðpp!
~q ~qþ~q ~qþ ~q ~qÞ (solid blue line) and ðpp! ~q ~gÞ (dashed
purple) at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV for m~g=m~q ¼ 2 using Prospino [20]
at NLO.
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We select four-lepton events using the following criteria
nl¼4 ðincluding sleptonsÞwith j
j<2:5;
pT >10GeV and parton level isolation cutsR‘‘>0:4;
R‘j>0:4; nj2 with j
j<2:5;
pT >15GeV and post-PYTHIA isolation cutsRjj>0:4:
(10)
With those cuts, the total cross section is 220 (690) fb forﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 10ð14Þ TeV which corresponds to about 45 (140)
events in 200 pb1 of collected data. Notice very efficient
hard cuts on the leading jets pT can be applied; see Fig. 3.
Efficiencies to identify leptons in the j
j< 2:5 are around
97% [8,17]. Those efficiencies are taken into account in the
total cross sections we quote above.
There are sources of SM backgrounds for events with
4 leptonsþ 4 jets. After applying the cuts described in
Eq. (10), we estimated all SM backgrounds are below the
fb level. We generated the most important backgrounds
with ALPGEN [21]: ttþ jets, W þ jets, WZþ jets, and
QCD jets. Other SM backgrounds like ZZþ jets are tiny,
even before we ask for a hard cut on the jets; see Fig. 3 in
Ref. [21].
More relevant backgrounds come from QCD with jets
faking leptons. We used a conservative estimate of 104
probability of that to happen [8]. Although QCD jets have a
cross section of about 108 pb, requiring four fake leptons
cuts down their rate to several orders of magnitude below
1 fb. Similar fake rate in backgrounds like W þ jets or
WZþ jets leads to a cross section significantly below the
signal.
The ttþ jets background has an initial cross section of
about 1 nb. We estimated the b jets produce an isolated
lepton in about 5
 103. ForW decaying leptonically and
the b’s producing isolated leptons, we estimate a cross
section of about 1 fb, which can be further reduced by
applying a cut on the jets pT .
Depending on whether sleptons are identified or not, we
used different strategies to reconstruct the neutralinos par-
ticipating in the diagram in Fig. 6. In the absence of SM
background, combinatorial background is the main ob-
stacle to the reconstruction.
Decay products of the squark decays are rather ener-
getic—see Fig. 4—and tend to cluster. Objects coming
from a common decay tend to be near each other in the
R parameter space. We used this information to reduce
combinatorics. For the events with identified sleptons ( 	
0:95), we paired a slepton with a nearby lepton through
R‘~‘ selection. We followed the same procedure to pair
the slepton-lepton pair with the nearest jet. For the events
with sleptons misidentified as muons, we formed dilepton
invariant masses and selected dilepton pairs with opposite
charge and smaller R‘~‘. The R discrimination is very
powerful. Simply taking the average of pairing each lepton
with any opposite-sign lepton would lead to no distinguish-
able features in the invariant mass distribution.
The slepton-lepton invariant mass distribution fully re-
constructs the masses of three neutralinosm~0
1
andm~0
3
. We
have assumed that enough many slow sleptons are ob-
served to establish the slepton mass. The left plot in
Fig. 8 exhibits two clear peaks in m‘~‘ corresponding to
~01 and ~
0
3. The sleptonþ leptonþ jet reconstruction de-
terminesm~q; see Fig. 8. In Table II we present the Gaussian
fits of the neutralinos and squark masses. On the other
hand, for the misidentified sleptons, their energy is taken
to be j ~pjwhere ~p is the three-momentum, which is smaller
than their true energy E ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ~p2 þm2p . Therefore instead of
peaks, the dilepton invariant mass distribution shows edge-
like structure with end points at about
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m2
~0
m2~‘R
q
. Both
the shift of the maximum and the smearing of the distri-
bution, apparent on the right plot in Fig. 7, are the result of
‘‘missing mass.’’ The slepton mass is not included in
the calculations of energy whenever sleptons are mis-
identified.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Left panel: Four-lepton channels. Right panel: Electron (lower-red area) and muon (upper-blue area)
composition of the four leptons.
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Finally, the difference in R distribution between the
chosen dilepton and the wrong dilepton combination is
apparent in Figure 8—correct pairings have lower R‘‘.
D. Five-lepton channels
The five-lepton channels, like the ones depicted in
Fig. 9, have a long decay chain involving ~ decaying to
~‘L or ~. Figure 9 also shows the muon and electron
composition of the five leptons. We use this channel mostly
for ~‘L mass reconstruction as well as for gaining a less
accurate estimate of the ~L and ~
 masses.
Events in the five-lepton channel are selected with cuts
similar to those used in four-lepton analysis and described
in Eq. (10), except now n‘ ¼ 5. The total cross section of
this channel is 137 (426) fb at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 10ð14Þ TeV and gives
27 (426) events at 0:2ð1Þ fb1.
For reconstruction, we selected slepton-lepton pairs with
smaller R‘~‘ and then formed sleptonþ 2 lepton clusters
by adding to the slepton-lepton pair another nearby lepton
chosen through R selection. The decay ~‘L ! 2‘þ ~‘R
can be fully reconstructed by the sleptonþ 2 lepton lepton
invariant mass. The distribution in Fig. 11 shows a reso-
nance peak at the ~‘L mass, fitted to be 252 GeV (see
Table II).
The ~ and ~ cannot be fully reconstructed as their
decays involve missing energy. Instead, we define the
transverse mass variables of the system:
FIG. 8 (color online). Left panel: Squark reconstruction for
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV and L ¼ 1 fb1. Right panel: R distribution for the
chosen pair (in the lower contour lines) and the rejected pair (in the higher red lines).
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FIG. 7 (color online). Left panel: Neutralino reconstruction from slepton-lepton invariant mass for
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV and L ¼ 1 fb1.
Right panel: Dilepton invariant mass distribution.
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M2iT ¼ ðEiT þ 6ETÞ2  ð ~piT þ 6pTÞ2; (11)
where i is either slepton-lepton or sleptonþ two leptons.
We cannot estimate 6ET miscalibration in the early running,
and the information obtained from transverse mass, as in
Fig. 11, very much depends on how accurate the achieved
calibration will be.
The missing energy measured by the calorimeter,
Fig. 10, is small and is mostly below 100 GeV.
Conservatively, we impose no missing energy cut since
selection on the number of leptons is sufficient to reduce
backgrounds. Figure 10 also shows the contours in the
ð6ET;M~‘þ2‘TÞ plane. The contours are the most dense
around 6ET  30 GeV, M~‘þ2‘T  300 GeV corresponding
to the ~1 . Because the missing energy comes solely from
the single neutrino produced by either ~ or ~ decay, one
expects to see Jacobian edges at M~‘þ‘T M~ and at
M~‘þ2‘T M~ . The plots in Fig. 11 depict an edge at the
sneutrino mass 236 GeV in the slepton-lepton transverse
mass distribution and two edges at the chargino masses
294 GeVand 677 GeV in the sleptonþ 2 lepton transverse
mass distribution.
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FIG. 9 (color online). Upper panel: Five-lepton channels. Lower panel: Electron (lower-red area) and muon (upper-blue area)
composition of the five leptons.
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FIG. 10 (color online). 6ET distribution and ð6ET;MTÞ distribution.
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E. Six-lepton channels
Channels with six leptons and no missing energy arise
mostly from the combination of two types of cascades
short: ~0 ! ~‘R‘; (12)
long: ~0 ! ~‘L‘! ~‘0R‘02‘: (13)
In terms of the branching ratios, the dominant cascades are
combinations of the long (L) and short (S) cascades. The
(S,L) cascade combination originates from the following
gauginos
ð~01;3; ~03Þ; ð~01;3; ~04Þ; ð~02; ~03Þ; ð~02; ~04Þ;
(14)
which are ordered by the total production rate from the
highest to lowest. The first neutralino in any bracket yields
a short cascade, while the second neutralino a long one.
There are also some (L,L) combinations producing six
leptons and no missing energy, where a tau is identified as a
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FIG. 11 (color online). Chargino-sneutrino transverse mass, slepton invariant mass reconstruction for
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p ¼ 14 TeV and L ¼
1 fb1.
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jet. Among those, only one combination ð~4; ~4Þ is pro-
duced at a comparable rate to that of ð~02; ~03Þ, which itself
is very rare. Therefore, our signal mostly comes from a
combination of the (S,L) cascades.
Events in the six-lepton channel are selected with cuts
similar to the ones described in Eq. (10), except now n‘ ¼
6. The muon and electron composition of the six leptons is
shown in Fig. 12. The total cross section of this channel is
70 (225) fb at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 10ð14Þ TeV and gives 14 (225) events
at 0:2ð1Þ fb1. The slepton-lepton invariant mass would
reconstruct the neutralino of the short chain with a con-
tamination from partially reconstructing the ~‘L of the long
chain; see Fig. 13. Those neutralinos were already recon-
structed in the four-lepton case with better statistics in that
channel.
The sleptonþ 2 lepton invariant mass would reconstruct
the long chain three-body decay originating from ~‘L. The
peak corresponding to the slepton mass is clearly visible in
Fig. 13.
Using again the R selection, one can pair the combi-
nation of the sleptonþ 2 lepton and nearby lepton from the
long cascade. The long cascades reconstruct mostly the ~03
and ~04 since these neutralinos are the most likely ones to
originate the long cascades, as described in Eq. (14).
Figure 13 shows clearly the peaks for the ~03;4 neutralinos.
In Table II we quote the Gaussian fit for the ~04 mass.
Finally, we can pair the neutralino reconstruction with
the nearby (in R) leading jet. One can use either the long
or the short combination. The squark reconstruction is
similar to the four-lepton case but with lower statistics,
hence we do not present it here.
F. Discovery of the Higgs
As in any MSSM model, the SM-like Higgs boson in
lepto-SUSY is too light to decay into two W bosons. The
Higgs then decays predominantly into b bwith a branching
ratio of about 80%. Because of large backgrounds, the
Higgs searches at low mass are focused on a rarer but
cleaner decay, h! , which greatly limits their
statistics.
In lepto-SUSY, in contrast to common-lore Higgs
searches, the Higgs discovery channel is h! b b.
Because the Higgs is produced in cascade decays it is
free of SM backgrounds (see discussion in Sec. III C for
details on SM backgrounds). It is therefore possible to
discover h through the analysis of a clean b b invariant
mass distribution. The relevant decay chain is illustrated in
Fig. 14.
Energetic jets, including b jets, are produced in the final
state in several ways, not only through the decay of the
Higgs boson. For example, ~2 or ~2 at the end of the chain
can decay to the Z, which in turn can decay to b b. For our
sample point, we found that the decays to h are competitive
with the decays to Z, with branching ratios:
BR ð ~1 ! hðZÞ þ ~2Þ ¼ 44:1% ð35:1%Þ (15)
BR ð~1 ! hðZÞ þ ~2Þ ¼ 53:3% ð46:6%Þ: (16)
The Higgs and Z are decayed inside PYTHIA [14].
To reconstruct the Higgs mass, we selected events char-
acterized by
nl 	 4 with j
j< 2:5;
pT > 10 GeV and parton level isolation cuts R‘‘ > 0:4;
R‘j > 0:4; nj  4 with j
j< 2:5; pT > 15 GeV;
pT;j1  pT;j4 > 300 GeV and post-PYTHIA isolation cuts Rjj > 0:4: (17)
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FIG. 12 (color online). Left panel: Six-lepton channel. Right panel: Electron (lower-red area) and muon (upper-blue area)
composition of the six leptons.
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We ordered the jets according to decreasing pT . With no b
tagging, we assume the third and fourth jets come from the
end of the decay chain and therefore are the b jets we are
interested in. We then construct dijet invariant mass of the
third and fourth leading jets to reconstruct the Z and Higgs
masses. In Fig. 15, the Z and Higgs peaks are clearly
visible with bin size of 10 GeV. In Fig. 16, we show how
relaxing the 6ET cut slowly introduces more combinatorics
but still retains proportionately the Z and h signals. We
chose a cut 6ET < 40 GeV, which we consider a conserva-
tive choice for early running. The total cross section for
those events is 100 (320) fb at 10 (14) TeV, which leads to
about 20 events in the 200 pb1 run at 10 TeV.
We can use rough cuts on the invariant mass to estimate
the significance of these events. With 1 fb1 of data, there
are 50 events for mdijet between 60 and 100 GeV and 37
events between 100 and 130 GeV. But that counting does
not take into account two important facts. First, the Z and h
peaks overlap. We used Gaussian fits to estimate that the
Higgs peak contains 51 events and the Z contamination
under the h Gaussian is 16 events, leading to 35 Higgs
events at 1 fb1; see Table III for details. The second
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FIG. 13 (color online). Six-lepton channel invariant mass distributions for
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p ¼ 14 TeV and L ¼ 1 fb1.
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important effect is the combinatorial background which
lies below the two peaks, and extended in a larger range of
dijet masses. The combinatorial background increases by
relaxing the 6ET cut and could be fitted with a parabola or a
Gaussian. Our conclusion is that a proper treatment of the
combinatorial background would require full simulation.
G. Dirac or Majorana gauginos
Lepto-SUSY spectrum can arise in models that contain
an approximate Uð1ÞR symmetry, making Dirac gaugino
masses necessary. Using the clean lepto-SUSY channels, it
is straightforward to distinguish the Majorana or Dirac
nature of the neutralinos. For example, a Dirac gluino
forbids squark pair production channels, like pp! ~q ~q ,
while pp! ~q ~q is allowed [3,22]. In the cleanest four-
lepton final state in lepto-SUSY we have simulated, the
selected events have both same-sign and opposite-sign
leptons. By simple combinatorics, both configurations
have the same probabilities. In the Dirac gaugino case,
only the opposite-sign lepton configuration remains. The
lepton charge distribution gives a straightforward discrimi-
nant of the two types of gaugino soft mass.
IV. MODELS WITH LEPTO-SUSY SPECTRUM
In this section we propose a model-independent parame-
trization of the lepto-SUSY soft mass terms and discuss
models that lead to lepto-SUSY spectra. Our parametriza-
tion is general, but it is most useful for models in which the
supersymmetry mediation mechanism involves gauge
interactions.
We parametrize the soft mass terms assuming that vari-
ous superpartners acquire soft mass contributions propor-
tional to their SM gauge charges. The scalar masses pick
up contributions from every gauge interaction they partici-
pate in, where each gauge group is characterized by the
corresponding coefficient Ki
~m 2ðRÞ ¼X3
i¼1
C2ðRiÞKi; (18)
where the sum runs over the SM gauge groups and the
quadratic Casimir, C2, is ðN2  1Þ=2N for an SUðNÞ fun-
damental representation while it is 3=5 times the hyper-
TABLE III. Gaussian fits of the peak signals for
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV
andL ¼ 1 fb1. The last column refers to the number of leptons
in the channel. For
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 10 TeV and L ¼ 0:2 fb1, each chan-
nel event rate is reduced by a factor of 13.
Mass (GeV) Width (GeV) Events Channel
~01 272 2 96 4
~03 356 2 132 4
~q 930 11 83 4
~‘L 252 3 68 5
~04 680 10 7 6
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FIG. 16 (color online). Invariant dijet mass distribution forﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV and L ¼ 1 fb1 and different 6ET cuts.
FIG. 14. Relevant process for Higgs mass reconstruction.
FIG. 15 (color online). Invariant dijet mass distribution with
6ET < 40 GeV without b tagging for
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV and L ¼
1 fb1.
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charge squared for Uð1Þ. The Ri denote the representations
of the field under the corresponding SM gauge groups.
Finally, the coefficient’s Ki’s encode the details of the
particular supersymmetry breaking mechanism in play,
Ki ¼ 	i m
2
i n
2
i ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ; (19)
where mi are the gaugino masses.
With unspecified dimensionless ni’s, this parametriza-
tion is still completely general subject only to the assump-
tion in Eq. (18). In specific models, like GMSB [2] with a
large number of messengers or L~gM [1] (see also [23,24]),
it turns out that the parameters ni are Oð1–10Þ numbers.
Our parametrization stresses the fact that scalar soft mass
squared is typically one-loop suppressed compared to the
corresponding gaugino masses squared in such models.
The squares of the parameters ni are smaller than the
loop suppression and therefore the scalar soft masses are
smaller, by a factor of a few, than the gaugino masses.
One additional parameter needs to be introduced in the
Higgs sector. According to Eq. (18), m2Hd and m
2
Hu
are both
positive. Typically, EWSB is triggered by additional con-
tributions to m2Hu induced by the large value of the top
quark Yukawa coupling. We incorporate such a contribu-
tion as a free parameter n4:
  m2Hd þm2Hu ¼ 
	3
2
t
43
m23n
2
4: (20)
We also assume that the gaugino masses obey the unified
relations, that ismi / 	i. In summary, our parameter space
is defined by an overall scale, given by the gluino mass,
four dimensionless parameters which parametrize the de-
tails of SUSY-breaking mechanism, tan, and sign:
m3; niði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ; tan; sign: (21)
We neglect the trilinear A-terms as they tend to be small in
the GMSB and L~gM. As we discussed earlier, the A-terms
would have to be unnaturally large to make a sizable
impact on the mass spectrum.
In Sec. II we discussed the lepto-SUSY spectrum and
constraints on the spectrum. In terms of our parametriza-
tion, the mass ranges in Eq. (1), correspond to
Parameter Range
n1 [2, 5]
n2 [0.5, 6]
n3 >1:8
n4 >1:75
Therefore, lepto-SUSY spectra are obtained for Oð1Þ pa-
rameters. For example, the sample spectrum presented in
Table I is obtained from the input parameters in Table IV.
The parameters ni are Oð1Þ numbers in models where
there is a suppression of the squark and slepton masses
compared to the gaugino masses of order of a loop factor.
For illustration, we briefly examine how such Oð1Þ values
of ni arise in some models.
In GMSB, the gaugino masses are generated at one-loop
level, while the scalar masses squared at two loops. Both
the gaugino and scalar masses squared are proportional to
the number of messengers, Nm. Parametrically
ni / 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃNmp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

	i
s
; (22)
that is one obtains lepto-SUSY spectrum when the number
of messengers is of order of the loop suppression factors.
The above equation holds for n4 as well since soft Higgs
masses are generated at the next loop order compared to
the scalar masses.
In gaugino mediation [25], the scalar masses are gen-
erated radiatively through diagrams involving the gaugi-
nos. Whether or not the scalar masses are suppressed
compared to the gauginos depends on the mediation scale.
In high-scale models [26], the natural one-loop suppression
is compensated for by large logarithm of the ratio of the
mediation scale to the weak scale. In L~gM one naturally
obtains ni  1. The m2Hd m2Hu mass splitting, parame-
trized by n4, is generated by two-loop diagrams involving
the stop and is of order indicated in Eq. (20).
Another example of models with lepto-SUSY spectra
are models with supersoft SUSY breaking [3]. In such
models, SUSY breaking is caused by a D-term vacuum
expectation value in a new Uð1Þ gauge sector. Because of
unbroken R symmetry the gaugino masses are necessarily
Dirac type. The SUSY-breaking D-term couples to the
visible sector through higher dimensional operators. The
lowest dimensional operator responsible for gaugino
masses is a dimension five operator, while the operator
responsible for scalar masses is of dimension ten. The
suppression of the scalar masses compared to that of the
gauginos is therefore natural for such models. Dirac or
Majorana gaugino masses can be easily distinguished us-
ing charge asymmetries as explained in Sec. III G.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Lepto-SUSY is a well-motivated supersymmetric sce-
nario. The ordering of the spectrum ensures, due to kine-
matics alone, copious lepton production in decay chains.
Therefore, the signals are very clean and the LHC has a
tremendous discovery potential. Another interesting fea-
ture is that the Higgs boson is produced in SUSY cascade
decays, which reduce the background so much that the
Higgs can be discovered via the b b channel.
TABLE IV. Fits of the Z and h peaks with 6ET < 40 GeV, forﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV and L ¼ 1 fb1.
Mass (GeV) Width (GeV) Events
Z 82 23 82
h 113 15 51
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We studied a sample spectrum of lepto-SUSY and esti-
mated the LHC potential of discovering and reconstructing
this type of spectrum. The discovery channels have cross
sections governed by the QCD production of squarks and
are characterized by two hard jets, two collider-stable
sleptons, and at least two leptons. If the sleptons are mis-
identified as muons, which is likely, the signatures are four
or more leptons and two hard jets. A discovery of the stable
slepton is possible in the early running of the LHC. Lepto-
SUSY with 1 TeV squarks generates sleptons with veloc-
ities 0:6<< 0:8ð0:9Þ at a rate of 210 (400) fb at 10 TeV,
resulting in 40 (80) stable sleptons with 200 pb1 of data.
The Higgs discovery channel is through the h! b b
decay in association with four leptons and two hard jets.
We estimate the prospects for Higgs discovery are good
with less than 1 fb1 of data at 14 TeV, again assuming
1 TeV squarks.
Using the four-lepton channel one can determine the
squark masses and all neutralinos, except the second
Higgsino and wino, in the 10 TeV run with 200 pb1 of
data. In the five-lepton channel—which is the only 6ET
channel—one could further determine the masses of the
sneutrino, heavy slepton, and charginos using the trans-
verse mass variables. The six-lepton channel has a smaller
branching ratio, but it will allow one to determine the wino
mass with just 1 fb1 of data during the 14 TeV run.
There are several directions worth pursuing in the con-
text of lepto-SUSY. The light Higgs is produced in a clean
environment, so one may attempt to use it for an extraction
of the bottom Yukawa coupling. We only studied the light
Higgs, but there may be new ways to discover the remain-
ing Higgs bosons in lepto-SUSY. We did not investigate
how changing the spectrum, by altering various mass
ratios, affects the signatures of interest. For instance, in-
creasing the squark-gluino mass ratio can enhance the
squark-gluino associated production, which in turn, may
offer new signatures and, of course, prospects for the
gluino mass measurement. We have not fully exploited
the flavor information in our analysis. Since the collider-
stable sleptons will often be misidentified as muons one
could take advantage of this fact to refine the analysis. Last
but not least, for the channels with 6ET one could use more
sophisticated kinematic variables to improve the
sensitivity.
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